


10 x 22 minutes

16-24 leaning female

Any creature that may or may not exist.

Two sisters at a cabin. Two days
alone in the woods. Two eyes 
glowing in the forest.

Comedy/Adventure/Mystery



Ogopogo, Sasquatch, and the Wendigo are all cryptids you might expect to find 
wandering through the Canadian wilderness but this summer Samantha and her older
sister, Brooklyn, are set on solving the mystery of the eyes in the woods.

Being left alone in the woods under the care of a couple forest rangers is no longer
Samantha’s favourite part of the summer but her busy parents continue to pay their
“babysitting” fees in the form of a couple bottles of whiskey. As a kid obsessed 
with collecting bugs, leaves, and scout badges Sam didn’t mind being left alone with collecting bugs, leaves, and scout badges Sam didn’t mind being left alone 
in the woods. Now that her older sister has 
seemingly fallen head over heels for one of the 
ranger’s daughters, being out in the woods isn’t
as peaceful as it used to be. Especially this
summer.

One night she notices a pair of glowing
eyes deep in the woods and even better: she haseyes deep in the woods and even better: she has
a photo to prove her unnerving find. The park 
rangers, Norton and Octavia, easily dismiss it as a 
wild animal but Brooklyn sees the eyes as well.

Locals are going missing and the eyes appear more 
and more often. Octavia and Norton brush off the kids
who insist there’s a connection. Each strange event provides another clue that 
leads the sisters closer to unraveling the truth behind these strange occurances.leads the sisters closer to unraveling the truth behind these strange occurances.

This summer inspires them to continue seek out cryptids and learn about the legends
and stories told in the Canadian forests.
  



Samantha: Called Sam to those close to her. She's steadfast in her love of 
nature, driven to explore the unknown, and only slightly afraid of the dark.
In order to prove the existence of a cryptid she’ll have to learn how to work
with people she doesn’t like, stand up to those who don’t believe in her and
understand the work it takes to pursue who and what you love.
 
Brooklyn: Brooklyn: Brooklyn was never interested in the rules and
her parents cabin has served as a safe haven for her
to live how she wants. It’s also been a safe haven for 
her and Natasha who have been dating for a few months. 
Brooklyn is struggling to decide how to come out to 
her parents and comes to realize she needs her 
sister Sam more than she thought she did. 

Octavia: Octavia: A very straight laced park ranger; Octavia has no
time for goofing around and takes her role incredibly seriously.
Perhaps too seriously. The kids suspect, rightfully so, that
she’s hiding something.

Norton: It’s probably impossible for a person to love their job more than ranger
Norton. He’s upbeat, enthusiastic and has a terrible time reading a room. When
Octavia starts acting suspicious the kids turn to him as the only adult in a 100
KM radius. Where is everyone anyways?KM radius. Where is everyone anyways?

Natasha: Natasha was born and raised in the forest by her mother Octavia. Her
mother has always brushed aside her love for conspiracy theories about aliens,
monsters and anything else so she has started to hide more things about who 
she is; including her relationship with Brooklyn. When Brooklyn introduces her
to the mystery of the eyes she and Sam form an unlikely friendship.



DESIGN

Super 8 (2011) dir. J.J. Abrams
Copyright Paramount Pictures

Gravity Falls (2012)
created by Alex Hirsch
Copyright Disney Television Animation

Eyes in the Woods is full of eclectic characters steeped in forest fact and
mythology. Wood cabins, vintage ski posters, old scout patches, and mounted
animals is exactly what the world of Samantha and Brooklyn is filled with.

This series combines the bright punchy signs, neon lights and warm glowing
atmosphere of a sleepy forest region to play off the sometimes ridiculous
nature of cyptid culture.

The show centers around cryptid enthusiasts andThe show centers around cryptid enthusiasts and
conspiracy theories and mixes reality with fiction
to create a feeling somewhere between Nancy Drew and
Scooby Doo. It carries a comedic tone that is comparable 
to the Coen Brothers as much as it embodies the nostalgia 
and whimsy of Saturday morning cartoons.

Below are a few examples of palletes, tones, lighting and production design
that has inspired the writing and direction of the story.that has inspired the writing and direction of the story.

   

10 Cloverfield Lane (2016)
dir. Dan Trachtenberg
Copyright Paramount Pictures
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